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Alubond Europe doo, as the part of Mulk Holdings U.A.E,  is an  Alubond U.S.A 
aluminum composite panels production and fabrication facility located in 
Serbia, with its focus on facilitating European and Russian  market, due to its 
proximity and Free Trade agreement policies.

Alubond U.S.A is unbeatable when it comes to color consistency, excellent 
formability, flatness, rigidity, weather resistance and ease of maintenance. 
The innovative product conception of Alubond U.S.A combines seemingly 
contradictory properties such as excellent formability and stability, low 
weight and large sizes, brilliant colors and weather resistance, to mention 
only a few. The combination of all these advantageous characteristics makes 
Alubond U.S.A  one of the most versatile material for interior and exterior 
designs.



ALM 104 GRAY METALLIC SILVER
RAL 9006

ALS 409 ANTHRACITE GREY
RAL 7016

ALS 130  COAL BLACK
RAL 9005

EXTRERIOR COATING – KYNAR 500 PVDF     
POLYVINYLIDENE FLUORIDE     
    Coating based on PVDF resins with extraordinary performance
    Excellent colour stability, no chalking and very good
     chemical resistance 
    Superior protection against weathering, UV radiation and
     atmospheric contaminants 
    Excellent flexibility for profiling, bending and rollforming
    Recommended for demanding environments like industrial and  
     coastal areas, airports, etc. 
    Applications: Building ( facades and Roofs ), worldwide applications 
     with extended warranties 
    low gloss ( 20 to 40g.u.) – high gloss optional
    up to 20 years warranty

Mulk Holdings - Alubond U.S.A - the preferred Supplier for over 1800 
retailers worldwide for Jaguar Land Rover!
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ALM 104 GRAY METALLIC SILVER
RAL 9006

ALS 409 ANTHRACITE GREY
RAL 7016

ALM 133 SMOKE SILVER
RAL 9007

ALS 434 TRAFFIC RED
RAL 3020

ALS 468 TRAFFIC WHITE
RAL 9016

ALM 1183 JLR Sunshine Grey Metallic

HIGH DURABLE POLYESTER - HDP       
    Coating based on HDP resins
    Excellent protection against weathering, UV radiation and
     atmospheric contaminants     
    Good hardness and flexibility for profiling,
     bending andnrollforming
    Glosses from 20 to 90 g.u. 
    Applications: Facades and Roofs 
    Relatively low costs per square meter 
    up to 10 years warranty 

Final coated product may slightly vary from sample

ALS 130  COAL BLACK
RAL 9005

ALS 434 TRAFFIC RED
RAL 3020

ALS 468 TRAFFIC WHITE
RAL 9016

ALS 431 PURE WHITE
RAL 9010

ALM 121 RAW GREY ALM 143 METALLIC BLACK
RAL 9005M

ALM 1184 JLR Champagne Metallic
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